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\section*{Abstract}
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease that affects both upper and lower motor neurons and its etiology is not fully understood. The incidence of ALS is 2-3/100,000 people in the world. Although ALS occurs sporadically in most patients, 5-10\% of patients are thought to have genetic inheritance. The most common gene mutations are \textit{C9orf72}, superoxide dismutase 1 (\textit{SOD1}), \textit{TDP43}, \textit{FUS}, and ubiquilin 2. In our study, within the light of the literature, we wanted to represent three patients with familial ALS who had \textit{SOD1} and \textit{C9orf72} gene mutations, who were observed in detail in our clinic in terms of clinical, electromyographic, and genetic findings.
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\section*{Öz}
Ammiyotrofik lateral skleroz (ALS) üst ve alt motor nöronları etkileyen fatal seyri nörodejeneratif bir hastalıktır ve etiyolojisi tam olarak bilinmemektedir. Hastalıktı, dünyada her 100.000 kişinin 2 ila 3'ünde görülmektedir. ALS olgularının çoğu sporadik olmasına rağmen, yaklaşık 5-10\%’da genetik kalıtım öyküsü vardır. En fazla rastlanan gen mutasyonları \textit{C9orf72}, süperoksit dismutaz 1 (\textit{SOD1}), \textit{TDP43}, \textit{FUS}, ve ubiquilin 2 olarak bilinmektedir. Çalışmamızda klinik, elektromiyografi ve genetik bulgularını kliniğimizde detaylı olarak gözlemleyebildiğimiz, \textit{SOD1} ve \textit{C9orf72} gen mutasyonu pozitif üç ailesel ALS olgusunu literatür eşliğinde sunmak istedik.

\textbf{Anahtar Kelimeler:} Ailesel amiyotrofik lateral skleroz, \textit{SOD1}, \textit{C9orf72}

\section*{Introduction}
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), also known as Charcot or Lou Gehrig’s disease, is the most common motor neuron disease in the world (1). ALS can be sporadic (SALS) or familial (FALS). Our knowledge about ALS has increased significantly with developments in genetics. It is still controversial as to how a genetic predisposition and environmental factors come together and cause ALS (2). There is no clinical difference between SALS and FALS, but patients with FALS present with symptoms of ALS approximately 10 years earlier. In the pathogenesis of ALS, many mechanisms involving genes, protein inclusions, and cellular dyshomeostasis have been shown and still studies on these mechanisms are continuing (3). It is always challenging to diagnose ALS because no one single test or diagnostic tool is enough to diagnose ALS and its diagnosis is based on clinical presentation, progression, and the results of tests (4). We discuss three patients in view of the literature who were considered to have \textit{FALS} due to clinical and electrophysiologic features, and were treated and followed up over a long period.
Case Reports

Case 1

A 46-year-old male was admitted to our clinic with speech disturbance that began 3 weeks previously. He was unable to get his words together and express them. The findings of an electromyography (EMG) performed in another hospital were uncertainly suggestive of motor neuron disease. He had a family history of ALS and was hospitalized with a pre-diagnosis of ALS. There were no features in his medical history.

In his family history, his grandmother, uncle, father, and older brother had ALS (Table 1) (Figure 1). There was no kinship between his mother and father. In the first neurologic examination, he had mild dysarthria, a mild increase in pharynx reflex, hyperactive deep tendon reflexes, and fasciculation in the right upper extremity. Abdominal skin reflex was negative. Jaw and snout reflexes were positive. Bilateral palomomentary, Hoffmann, and Babinski signs were positive. Laboratory findings were within normal limits. An otorhinolaryngologic examination for dysphagia revealed normal findings. Cranial, cervical, and lumbar magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were normal. Nerve conduction studies were normal and fasciculation and denervation potentials were found in the left biceps and tibialis anterior (TA) muscles. Fasciculation in the right TA, pseudomyotonia in the orbicularis oris, and mild neurogenic motor unit potentials (MUP) in some muscles were found. The patient was considered as having motor neuron disease because of his clinical and EMG findings and loaded family history, and Riluzole 100 mg/d was initiated. Antidepressant treatment was added because he had symptoms of depression. There was a mild progression in a follow-up EMG performed one month later and there was no difference in an EMG performed 3 months later. Electrophysiologic examinations for evaluating dysphagia showed a mild delay in the triggering time of swallowing. The dysphagia limit was 10 mL (normal: >20 mL) (5,6) (Figure 2, 3) and the patient was considered as having neurogenic dysphagia.

The patient became immobile in 5 years and he was admitted to hospital with respiratory failure and general worsening 6 years after diagnosis. On neurologic examination, he was conscious and cooperation was limited. He was severely dysarthric and he could say a few words. The uvula was in the midline and the pharynx reflex was mildly increased. Muscle strength was Medical Research Council (MRC) 2/5 in the proximal upper extremities, 2-3/5 in the distal upper extremities, 1-2/5 in the proximal lower extremities, and 2/5 in the distal lower extremities. Deep tendon reflexes were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Initial symptom</th>
<th>Neurologic examination</th>
<th>Family history</th>
<th>EMG</th>
<th>ALSFRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Speech disturbance</td>
<td>Mild fasciculation and denervation potentials and mild neurogenic MUP changes</td>
<td>Similar findings in grandmother, uncle, father, and big brother</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Weakness of the left foot, walking disability</td>
<td>Impairment of lower motor neurons and ALS in brother</td>
<td>Similar findings in father, uncle, and big brother</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Cramps in legs, twitching and walking disability</td>
<td>Improvement of lower motor neurons in ALS in mother and grandmother</td>
<td>Improvement of upper and lower motor neurons</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Pedigrees of Case 1 and 2 (marked as I and II)
hyperactive. Fasciculations were seen in the right upper extremity. Bilateral clonus, palmomental, Hoffmann, and Babinski signs were positive. The patient was intubated because of common worsening and respiratory failure, and was hospitalized in the neurology intensive care unit with a diagnosis of pneumonia. The patient was discharged with home-type mechanical ventilatory support and percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy. After obtaining informed consent from his relatives, a blood sample was taken from the patient for a genetic investigation for the diagnosis of FALS, which was sent to Bogazici University Genetic Unit. Expansion was found in the $C9orf72$ gene using flanking region-polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and repeat-primed (RP)-PCR, which was thought to cause the disease. The patient died at home of respiratory failure after 3 years.

**Case 2**

After one year, the older brother of patient 1 was admitted to our clinic with weakness of the left foot and deterioration in walking. He was aged 64 years and there were no features in his medical history. His symptoms started 11 months previously with pain in the knees, weakness, walking with a dragging left foot, and then changes in the shape of his fingers, thinning in muscles of the hand, and weakness in the right arm. The patient was sent to a neurologist by an orthopedist for foot drop to perform EMG. In the neurologic examination, his muscle strength was MRC 4+/5 in the upper extremities and he had bilateral foot drop. Thenar atrophy in the left hand, and fasciculation in the right shoulder girdle and left lower extremity were observed. Deep tendon reflexes were hyperactive in the upper extremities. The abdominal skin reflex was negative. The Babinski sign was positive in the left and reckless in the right. Laboratory findings were normal. Left peroneal motor compound muscle action potential (CMAP) was found low in EMG. Needle EMG showed distal denervation and mild chronic neurogenic MUP changes in the upper and lower extremities (predominantly left), but normal findings in cranial muscles.

Family history, clinical, and EMG findings suggested motor neuron disease and laboratory investigations were performed again. Cranial, cervical, and lumbar MRI were normal (Table 1) (Figure 1). Serologic biomarkers, tumor markers, and abdominal and thoracic CT performed for the etiologic investigation were negative or normal. A blood sample was taken from the patient for genetic investigation for the diagnosis of FALS after taking an informed consent from his relatives and sent to Bogazici University Genetic Unit. Expansion was found in the $C9orf72$ gene using flanking region-PCR and RP-PCR, as found in his brother, which was thought to cause the disease. He was considered as having motor neuron disease and EMG was planned for follow-up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Clinic features of the mutations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>SOD1</em>-A4V mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>SOD1</em>-D90A mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C9orf72$ mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case 3

A 41-year-old male was admitted to our clinic with fatigue in his legs, twitching, cramps, and walking disturbance. His symptoms had started 6 years previously and progressed in one year. There were no features in his medical history. In his family history, his mother and grandmother had been diagnosed as having ALS and died of ALS (Figure 4). Muscle twitches in the upper and lower extremities were observed. Cranial, cervical, and lumbar MRIs showed no pathology. EMG showed right carpal tunnel syndrome and needle EMG showed bilateral L5-S1 chronic radicular impairment. After one year, his symptoms worsened and weakness of the distal extremities was found in a neurologic examination. Follow-up EMG showed loss of MUPs, acute denervation in the left L5 area, and progressive radiculopathy. In the following year, his walking disability worsened and he was hospitalized for further investigation. His muscle strength was MRC 4+/5 in the bilateral upper extremities and 4/5 in the bilateral flexors and extensors of the legs. Bilateral Babinski and Hoffmann reflexes were positive. Repeated EMG showed mild bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome and low left peroneal CMAP. EMG findings of cranial muscles were normal. Needle EMG showed denervation, neurogenic MUP changes, and loss of MUPs. Cranial, cervical, thorax and lumbar MRIs were normal. Detailed laboratory tests were normal. Abdominal and thorax CT and scrotal ultrasonography were normal (Table 1).

Clinical, laboratory, and EMG findings and family history of the patient suggested the diagnosis of motor neuron disease and Riluzole with a dose of 100 mg/d was initiated. Because the cramps in his legs had worsened, Lamotrigine with a dose of 50 mg/d was added. Following one year, he was admitted to our clinic because his symptoms had worsened. On neurologic examination, he had difficulty in fine movements of the upper extremities. His muscle strength was MRC 3-4/5 in the lower extremities, he had spastic walking, his deep tendon reflexes were hyperactive and ankle clonus was bilaterally positive. Fasciculations were observed widely, but there was no fasciculation in the tongue or tongue atrophy. An etiologic search for motor neuron disease was repeated. Anti Hu, Yo, Ri, CV2.1, NMA2/TA, and amphiphysin antibodies for paraneoplastic syndromes were negative. In repeated EMG, denervation potentials were observed in bilateral muscles of the upper extremities and left TA, chronic neurogenic MUP changes and loss of MUPs were seen in the same muscles and in other muscles of the lower extremities. EMG findings of the cranial muscles were normal. A genetic investigation was planned, because he had a family history of motor neuron disease, and a blood sample was sent to Bogazici University Genetic Unit after obtaining informed consent from his relatives. The gene sequence of C9orf72 gene was normal and a heterozygous L144F mutation in the 5th exon in the SOD1 gene was found, which was thought to cause the disease.

Discussion

ALS is the most common motor neuron disease in adults. It is caused by degeneration of both upper motor neurons in the primary motor cortex and lower motor neurons in the brainstem and spinal cord (7). Patients die of respiratory failure 2-3 years after the beginning of symptoms (8). The mean beginning age of the disease is 58-63 years and 40-60 years in FALS (7,9). Studies show that the initial symptoms affect lower extremities in 35% of patients, upper extremities in 30-35%, and the trunk in 3-5% of patients, and 18-33% of patients present with progressive bulbar palsy (10). Riluzole, a glutamate antagonist, that has been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration increases the survival of the patient by a couple of months if initiated at the beginning of the disease (7).

One test or diagnostic tool is generally not enough for the diagnosis of ALS and clinical findings should be followed up with the tests available. Although our patients had mild clinical findings at first and did not meet all the EMG criteria, we considered motor neuron disease as a diagnosis because of their family history of motor neuron disease.

Approximately 5-10% of patients with ALS are thought to have FALS and the remainder has SALS. FALS often shows as autosomal dominant but rarely there is an X-linked or autosomal recessive inheritance pattern (11,12). The most common gene mutations related with FALS are C9orf72, SOD1, TDP43, FUS and ubiquilin 2 (UBQLN2). Mutations in the ALS2, senataxin, dynactin, angiogenin, optineurin, and spatacacin genes are relatively rare mutations related with FALS (12,13,14).

A mutation in the SOD1 gene was the first reported mutation as a cause of ALS. The SOD1 enzyme (Ca-Zn superoxide dismutase) is a homodimeric enzyme that consists of 153 amino acids and is found in the cytoplasm and mitochondrial membrane. It leads to the transformation of superoxide radicals to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. More than 170 mutations that cause ALS have been defined in the SOD1 gene to date and mutations in the SOD1 gene cause the disease in 20% of patients with FALS and 1-5% of patients with SALS (7,13,14). The frequency of SOD1 mutations is reported as 23.5% in Nordic countries, 23.4% in the United States of America, 21% in England, 14.3% in France, and 12.2% in Turkey (12,15). The most common mutations are D90A, A4V, and G93A mutations (13). Phenotypic differences
in patients with SOD1 mutations are observed. For example, the A4V mutation, which is common in North America, is characterized by an aggressive clinical course and results in death in one year after the beginning of symptoms. Patients with the D90A mutation present with a sneaky clinical course, have more cognitive impairment, and die of respiratory failure in 10 years (Table 2). Antibodies and antisense oligonucleotides have been developed against SOD1 mRNA to decrease gene expression and decrease the production of pathogenic mutant protein, these are new treatment strategies that are being investigated in trials (8,11).

Another gene called the C9orf72 gene is located in the 9th chromosome and its function is still not known (7). The repetition of GGGGCC hexanucleotides, which do not code a protein in the gene, results in mutation (7). This mutation is the most common genetic cause of ALS and frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD). Studies show that ALS and FTLD symptoms present at the same time in impaired families, their symptoms overlap, and they share the same genetic mutation (8,14,16). The GGGGCC repetition sequence is shorter than 25 units in healthy subjects, whereas it increases up to 800–4400 in patients with ALS and FTLD. The C9orf72 hexanucleotide repetition is seen in 40% of patients with FALS, 25% of patients with FTLD, and 90% of families with FTLD and ALS. The frequency of the mutation is higher in Europe and North America compared with Asian countries (14,17). Some studies showed that C9orf72 repeats could be found in patients with Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, progressive supranuclear palsy, and corticobasal degeneration, in addition to FTLD and ALS (8,18). Presenting with bulbar symptoms and marked cognitive impairment were shown as features of patients with C9orf72 (+) ALS in some studies (Table 2) (8,17). The initial symptom of Case 1 was dysarthria who had the C9orf72 mutation. Antisense oligonucleotides against C9orf72 as against the SOD1 gene are being investigated as new treatment modalities in ALS (11).

A multicenter study performed in 477 patients with ALS (116 of whom had FALS) researched the genetic mutations in Turkey and found the following rates: C9orf72 (18%), SOD1 (12.2%), FUS (5%), TARDBP (3.7%) and UBQLN2 (2.4%). Turkey has a heterogeneous ethnic structure. Consanguineous marriages and large families increase the phenotypic heterogeneity within and inter families. Investigations of genomic diversity in Turkey could help us to understand the molecular mechanisms of the disease and lead to the development of new treatment modalities (12).

Genetic counseling for ALS is reliable if its penetrance is exactly known. Therefore, studies on asymptomatic mutation carriers are important. Early detection of gene mutations can help us avoid the treatable complications of the disease and lead to early diagnosis and treatment of relatives of patients who are under risk (18).

Our knowledge has significantly increased since the first description of the ALS gene 20 years ago and will continue to develop. Genetic studies with large patient groups are important to help us understand neurodegeneration. Discovering rare variants allows us to solve the entire genomic structure and to determine the pathogenesis of motor neuron degeneration. Perhaps, in 20 years, gene therapies of ALS will be available.
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